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6th   Grade   Math   summer   assignment  
 

Welcome   to   Booker   T!   We   can't   wait   to   meet   you   in   the   fall.   To   get   you   prepared   for   middle   school,   we   have  

created   a   summer   math   assignment.   It   is   on   a   website   called   Delta   Math.  

 

The   first   thing   you   need   to   do   is   create   a   Delta   Math   account:   

 

1. Go   to    www.deltamath.com   

2. Click   "Create   Account"   and   then   click   "Student"   in   the   top   right   corner  

 

3. Type   in   the   teacher   code:    124912  

a. Automatically,   the   teacher   name   of   "Ms.   Weinreb"   should   pop   up!   

4. For   class,   select    SUMMER  

a. All   incoming   6 th    graders   will   join   this   class   for   the   summer   assignment.   In   the   fall,   you   may   join  

another   class   with   your   specific   class/teacher  

5. Enter   your   first   name,   last   name,   email   address   (it   doesn't   matter   which   one,   it   won't   email   you!),   and   a  

password   you   will   remember.   It   should   look   like   this   when   you   are   done:  
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http://www.deltamath.com/


 

Now   that   you   have   an   account,   it   is   time   to   do   math!  

1. You   will   see   an   assignment   with   a   lot   of   different   sections.   It   will   look   like   this:  

 

2. Click   on   a   section   to   work   on   those   problems  

3. Once   you   have   typed   in   your   answer,   click   submit  

4. A   green   checkmark   or   a   red   x   mark   will   appear   indicating   if   you   got   it   right   or   wrong.   Either   way,   an  

explanation   will   appear.   Be   sure   to   read   that,   especially   if   you   got   the   wrong   answer.  

5. At   the   top,   click   "next   problem"   to   proceed.   

6. Be   sure   to   complete   all   the   sections   by   the   due   date   of    August   31,   2020,    at    11:59   pm .  

 

Please   note   that   the   first   section   "Multiplication   Tables"   is   a   timed   section.   You   must   get   20   questions   correct  

in   a   row    in   one   minute   to   get   full   credit.   You   can   attempt   this   as   many   times   as   needed.  

 

Frequently   Asked   Questions:  

Q:   I   don't   remember   how   to   do   these   types   of   problems.   What   can   I   do?  

A:   On   each   type   of   problem,   there   is   a   help   video   available,   as   well   as   a   button   that   says   "show   example".   You   can  

see   many   different   examples   and   the   videos   should   be   helpful.  
 

Q:   How   do   I   type   a   specific   math   symbol   (like   a   fraction)   on   Delta   Math?  

A:   The   best   way   to   type   any   math   is   by   clicking   the    keyboard    icon:  

 

Use   the    ÷    for   a   fraction.   If   you   want   to   type   ,   you   would   type   .   
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https://www.codecogs.com/eqnedit.php?latex=%5Cfrac%7B5%7D%7B9%7D#0
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Q:   Can   I   do   DeltaMath   on   my   computer/tablet/phone?  

A:   Yes,   Delta   Math   should   work   on   all   devices.  
 

Q:   Will   this   count   towards   my   grade?  

A:   Yes,   this   will   be   the   first   grade   in   the   grade   book   in   middle   school   math!   Getting   100%   is   a   great   way   to   start  

the   school   year.  
 

Q:   There   is   a   question   I   don't   know   what/how   to   do   (like   it   has   negative   numbers)!   What   should   I   do?  

A:   There   are   some   questions   that   may   appear   that   are   harder   than   you   know   how   to   do!   If   that   happens,   you   can  

press   "give   up"   and   move   on   to   a   new   problem.   We   won't   hold   that   against   you!   We   just   want   to   see   where   you   are  

at.   
 

Q:   What   does   the   top   bar   mean   with   Record,   Score,   Penalty,   and   Complete.  

 

A:   Record   and   score   should   the   same   --   it   is   how   many   you   have   gotten   right.   The   penalty   will   be   "none"   for   all  

sections.   Complete   is   the   total   percentage   complete   of   the    entire    assignment.   This   example   means   that   the  

student   has   gotten   1   question   right   in   the   section,   and   has   so   far   completed   56%   of   the   entire   summer  

assignment.  
 

Q:   How   do   I   know   when   I   finish   a   section?  

A:   You   can   always   know   how   many   problems   you   need   to   solve   in   each   section   by   looking   at   the   denominator   in  

"record".   When   you   have   completed   the   mandatory   number   of   questions,   you   will   see   this   message:  

 

Q:   How   do   I   know   when   I   completed   the   assignment?  

A:   When   your   score   at   the   top   is   100%.   You   can   keep   going   until   you   get   as   many   questions   as   you   need   correct!  

It   will   look   like   this   on   top:  

 

Q:   I   cannot   figure   out   how   to   create   an   account   for   Delta   Math;   I   am   having   technical   difficulties.   What   should   I   do?  

A:   You   can   email   Ms.   Weinreb   at    weinreb@ms4.org    -   please   note   that   Ms.   Weinreb   checks   her   email   less  

frequently   in   the   summer,   so   please   be   patient   while   waiting   for   a   response.    You   can   also   watch   the    video    again.  
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6th   Grade   ELA   summer   assignment  
 
Part   1.   Read   “ The   Fun   They   Had ”   and   write   a   paragraph   in   response.  
Click   here:   The   Fun   They   Had  

by   Isaac   Asimov  

 

“The   Fun   They   Had”   is   set   in   the   distant   future   where   learning   is   done   at   home,   and   books,   teachers,   and   school  

as   we   know   them,   are   a   thing   of   the   past.   Learning   is   therefore   different   for   students   of   the   future,   and   some  

children   may   long   for   the   days   of   old,   while   others   might   enjoy   their   stay-at-home   education.   

 

Pick    ONE    of   the   questions   listed   below   and   write   a   paragraph   that   you   will   upload   to   Google   Classroom.  

 

QUESTIONS   TO   CHOOSE   FROM:  

1. Why   did   Margie   hate   school?   Why   did   she   think   the   old   kind   of   school   must   have   been   fun?   

 

2. Margie’s   mother   said   about   teachers   and   how   students   should   learn,   “…   my   mother   says   a   teacher   has   to  

be   adjusted   to   fit   the   mind   of   each   boy   and   girl   it   teaches   and   that   each   kid   has   to   be   taught   differently."  

She   was   speaking   about   a   different   kind   of   teacher   (future   machine   type),   but   what   do   you   think   she  

meant   by   this?   Is   this   how   students   learn   now?   Should   all   students   learn   this   way?   Do   you   agree?   Why   or  

why   not?   

 

3. If   you   had   a   choice   of   either   learning   at   home   or   in   school,   what   would   you   choose   and   why?   Is   your  

opinion   different   now   than   perhaps   it   was   before   the   coronavirus?   

 

4. Identify   and   discuss   a   theme   for   this   selection.   Remember   to   use   at   least   three   specific   details   from   the  

story   to   support   your   response.   Possible   themes:   1)   We   need   to   be   aware   of   the   effects   technology   has   on  

education.   2)   Human   interaction   is   an   important   part   of   learning   for   most   people.   3)   Modern   education  

requires   a   balance   between   human   interaction   and   technology.  

 

REQUIREMENTS:  

1. Introduction  

2. Main   idea   (rephrase   the   question   with   your   answer)  

3. At   least   three   supports   (with   details/evidence   from   the   text)  

4. At   least   two   quotes   taken   directly   from   the   text   to   aid   in   your   support.   

Need   a   refresher   on   using   quotation   marks?    Watch   this   short   video:    click   here  

5. Want   an   audio   read-aloud   for   the   text?     Click   here  
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Part   2.   Make   an   ‘All   About   Me’   Poster  

ALL   ABOUT   ME   is   a   visual   representation   of   who   you   are   as   a   way   to   introduce   yourself   to   the   class.    This   poster  
project   can   be   completed   on   regular-sized   paper   (8.5   x   11)   or   slightly   larger   paper   or   paperboard   if   you   prefer.  

Any   color   paper   can   be   used,   and   we   encourage   you   to   be   creative.    In   the   center   of   your   poster   there   should   be   a  

picture   of   you   with   your   name   (first   and   last,   or   just   last),   and   around   that   picture,   at   least   5   pieces   of  

information   about   you,   in   both   picture   and   sentence   format   (just   one   sentence   is   required   per   idea,   but   you  

could   certainly   write   more).   We   encourage   you   to   be   as   open   and   honest   as   you   like   and   be   as   creative   as   you   like  

(you   can   make   parts   of   it   3-D,   paste   objects   you   like   onto   it,   or   just   write   it   all   in   markers   or   pen).    But   remember,  

the   Main   Idea   or   centerpiece   of   the   poster   is   your   picture   and   your   name,   so   those   should   be   easy   to   read.   An  

example   of   an   ALL   ABOUT   ME   poster   is   included   below,   and   the   requirements   that   need   to   be   followed   are   these:  

REQUIREMENTS:  
1. 8.5x11   paper   (any   color)   or   slightly   larger  

2. A   recent   (or   at   least   clearly   identifiable)   picture   of   yourself  

3. Your   full   name   or   just   last   name  

4. At   least   5   sentences   about   yourself,   with   an   accompanying   image   (which   can   be   drawn   or   printed-out,   2-D  

or   3-D)  

5. Proper   spelling   and   grammar   for   all   text  

 
EXAMPLE:  
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Part   3.   Reading   Log  
 

A   VOYAGE   OF   EXPLORATION  

Summer   reading   is   an   opportunity   to   discover   new   worlds   from   the   comfort   of   your  

own   home.   We   encourage   you   to   think   of   your   reading   this   summer   as   an   adventure  

--   a   chance   to   explore   your   passions   and   push   your   limits,   to   make   your   own  

choices,   and   to   set   your   own   schedule.   

 

Here’s   a   “scavenger   hunt”   of   reading   achievements   for   the   summer.   For   every   achievement   reached,   list   the   title  

and   author   and   give   a   one-sentence   explanation   of   how   that   book   satisfies   the   goal.   (Please   only   count   each   book  

you   read   towards   one   achievement,   even   if   it   satisfies   more   than   one).  

 

Reach   for   the   stars!   You    definitely    don’t   have   to   get   them   all,   or   even   most   of   them,   but   we   hope   you’ll   have   fun  

trying.   It’s   the   journey   that   matters,   after   all,   not   the   destination.   

 

REQUIREMENTS:   

1. READ   AT   LEAST   2   BOOKS ,   OR   AS   MANY   AS   YOU   CAN.   

2. LOG   THEM   ON   THE    READING   LOG  

3. Achievement   Numbers:  

1) A   book   by   an   author   you’ve   never   read   before  

2) A   book   that   takes   place   in   a   community   that   reminds   you   of   your   home,   addressing   issues   faced  

by   people   you   know.  

3) A   book   that   takes   place   outside   the   United   States  

4) A   book   that   takes   place   more   than   500   years   ago  

5) A   book   that   takes   place   somewhere   that   has   never   really   existed   at   all  

6) A   book   about   someone   your   age   who   changed   the   world  

7) A   non-fiction   book   about   something   you   care   about  

8) A   book   that   is   harder   than   the   books   you   usually   read  

9) A   book   that   was   recommended   to   you   by   someone   you   love  

10) A   book   whose   characters   face   a   real   problem   you   had   never   thought   about   before  

11) A   book   whose   characters   are   mostly   of   a   different   gender,   race,   or   ethnicity   than   yours  

12) A   book   from   a   genre   you   don’t   read   very   often  

13) A   book   about   a   famous   person   whom   you   respect  

 

We’ll   be   talking   about   the   books   we   read   over   the   summer   as   a   class   at   the   beginning   of   the   year.   Plan   to   come   in  

ready   to   talk   about   some   of   these   books   with   your   classmates!  
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THE READING LOG ON PAGE NINE.



Looking   for   ideas   on   how   to   get   started   on   finding   books?   
 

Start   by   watching   this    video ,   the   password   is    4d?9l?4u  
 

Free   eBook   Resources:  

1. Over   5000   books   and   audiobooks   in   fiction   and/or   nonfiction,   with   reading   levels   from   easy   through   HS  

levels   provided   all   online!  

https://www.mackinvia.com  

School/   Library   Name: Booker   T.   Washington   JHS   54,   Manhattan,   NY  

User   Id:  54BTW  

Password:  54BTW  

 

2. Leveled   reading   through   k-12,   with   6000   titles!  

www.myon.com   

Click   on   the    myOn   login    button   at   the   top   of   the   screen.   Enter   the   following   information:  

School   Name:  New   York   Reads  

User   name:  read  

Password:  books  

  

4. Classicly.com  

Free   online   books   in   the   public   domain   can   be   read   on   pc,   laptop,   kindle,   tablet,   or   mobile   phone.  

Standard   classics.  

  

5. Novels77.com  

6. Novel80.com  

7. Obooko.com  

These   sites   offer   hundreds   of   free   titles   that   can   be   read   online,   includes   large   collections   of   teen   fantasy,  

sci-fi,   dystopic.   Some   popular   teen   authors   included   are   Jenny   Han,   John   Green,   Suzanne   Collins,  

Cassandra   Clare,   and   Sarah   Dessen.  

  

8. 36   Great   Short   Stories   to   Teach   in   Middle   School.  

https://www.weareteachers.com/best-short-stories-for-middle-schoolers/  

  

9. 31   Classic   Short   Stories   for   Middle   School   Student  

https://wehavekids.com/education/Famous-Short-Stories-For-Middle-School  

  

10. Free   legal   Manga   online  

Select   either   middle   school   or   high   school   collection.  

https://gaijinschoollibrarian.wordpress.com/2020/03/18/sites-offering-free-legal-access-to-manga-during- 

the-covid-19-outbreak/   
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READING   LOG  
Book   #  Book   Title  Book   Author  Achievement   #  In   exactly   1   sentence,   how   does   the  

book   satisfy   this   number?  

Example   Out   Of   My   Mind   Sharon   Draper   10   Out   Of   My   Mind    satisfies   #10  
because   its   main   character,   Melody,  
struggles   with   cerebral   palsy,   a  
real-world   struggle   I   hadn’t   thought  
about   before   I   read   the   book.    

1  
(required)  

 
 
 
 

   

2  
(required)  

 
 
 
 

   

3  
(optional)  

 
 
 
 

   

4  
(optional)  

 
 
 
 

   

5  
(optional)  

 
 
 
 

   

6  
(optional)  
 
 

    

7  
(optional)  
 
 

    

...Continue   adding   lines   for   as   many   books   as   you   read!  
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